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Abstract 
Stochastic automata are an established formalism to describe and analyse systems according 
to their qualitative and quantitative behaviour. Equivalence is a basic concept for the analysis, 
comparison and reduction of untimed automata, whereas equivalence of stochastic automata is 
less established. This paper introduces a new equivalence relation for stochastic automata denoted 
as exact performance equivalence. It is shown that this equivalence relation preserves several 
important qualitative properties and also quantitative results. Exact performance equivalence is a 
congruence according to the synchronised product of stochastic automata. The smallest exactly 
equivalent automaton exists for a stochastic automaton and can be generated by a partition 
refinement algorithm. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Stochastic automata; Equivalence of stochastic automata; Qualitative analysis; 
Quantitative analysis 
1. Introduction 
An often used basic model for the functional description of distributed computation 
are finite state processes, which can also be interpreted as extended non-deterministic 
finite automata [ 11, 131. For the functional analysis of automata the definition of an 
appropriate notion of equivalence is an important concept. Equivalence relations can 
be used to relate states from a single automaton or to compare different automata. 
Furthermore, equivalence can also be applied to reduce the number of states of an 
automaton using the concept of state aggregation. Apart from the well-known lan- 
guage equivalence of automata [l l] many other notions of equivalence have been 
proposed (see [2, 13,15, 161). Different equivalences preserve different parts of the 
behaviour. 
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If apart from the functional or qualitative behaviour also quantitative results should 
be analysed, then untimed automata have to be extended by some concept to describe 
time. There are two different approaches for the introduction of time. The first is the 
integration of deterministic time, an overview of related approaches is given in [17]. 
For general performance analysis the assumption of constant durations is usually not 
adequate [S], more appropriate and realistic are stochastic timing assumptions yielding 
stochastic automata models. 
Stochastic automata (SAs) are in particular proposed by Plateau and her cowork- 
ers as a good modelling tool for the performance analysis of distributed systems 
[18-201. Currently, networks of SAs seem to evolve as an established framework 
for combined qualitative and quantitative analysis of distributed systems since they 
combine the features of untimed automata networks, as widely used in qualitative 
system analysis [ 1, 141, and specificly structured Markov reward processes, which 
can be analysed efficiently and are an established paradigm for quantitative system 
analysis [12,22]. Strongly related to SAs are stochastic process algebras (e.g., 
[4,8-l 01). 
Since SAs are an extension of untimed automata it is very natural to ask for a notion 
of equivalence covering qualitative and quantitative behaviour. One such equivalence, 
denoted as performance bisimulation, has been developed in [9, lo] for stochastic pro- 
cess algebras and in [4-61 in the context of finite state stochastic processes. Performance 
bisimulation is a natural extension of bisimulation equivalence [ 151. In particular, there 
exists a largest performance bisimulation, which is unique up to the ordering of equiv- 
alence classes and this relation, denoted as strong performance equivalence, can be 
computed efficiently on finite state spaces. An algorithm is proposed in [7]. As out- 
lined in [4,5], apart from strong performance equivalence exists another equivalence 
which preserves quantitative results. This equivalence is denoted in the mentioned pa- 
pers as exact performance equivalence and is, to the best of the authors knowledge, not 
related to a known equivalences for untimed automata. Nevertheless, exact performance 
equivalence preserves, apart from quantitative results, also many qualitative features. 
Although exact performance equivalence has been defined in [4,5], it has not been 
analysed and the preservation of qualitative behaviour given by this equivalence has 
not been considered yet. This paper presents a detailed treatment of exact performance 
equivalence and the features of this equivalence according to qualitative and quantitative 
behaviour. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section the stochastic automata 
model is introduced. Section 3 contains the definition of exact performance equivalence 
and some of its features. Subsequently, the preservation of qualitative behaviour is 
considered in Section 4 and the preservation of quantitative results in Section 5. In 
Section 6 synchronised products of SAs are introduced and it is shown that exact 
performance equivalence is preserved by this operation. Section 7 demonstrates the 
applicability of the used concept by means of a small example. The paper ends with 
a brief summary. 
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2. Stochastic automata 
Our model of stochastic automata is derived from finite state processes or extended 
finite state automata enhanced by quantitative parameters to represent timing informa- 
tion and result specification. 
Definition 1. A stochasticw automaton (SA) is a five tuple d = (Y,Act,q, po,Rew), 
where 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Y is a finite set of states, 
Act = Corn u z is a finite set of labels, where r is the internal label, 
4 : Y x Act x 9’ + Iwa is the transition function, where [w a is the set of 
non-negative real values, 
’ . P . Y -+ [0, l] is the initial probability function assigning initial probabilities to 
states such that CsEY PO(S) = 1.0, 
Rew isaset offunctionyy (y=O,...,x-1) withr-“:Y-+[W,. 
Since Y is a finite state space we can express transition rate function, initial prob- 
ability function and reward functions by means of finite matrices and vectors, respec- 
tively. Assume that Y equals the set of integers (0,. . . , n - 1) and define for each 
a E Act a n x n’ matrix Q[a] such that Q[a](i,_j) = p if q(i,a,j) = p. For a = r 
we assume q(i, T, i) = 0.0 ’ and define Q[z](i, i) = - C&&+ Q[r](i,j). Let 1 be the 
set of all matrices Q[a]. Initial probabilities are defined by an n-dimensional vector 
p[O] with p[O](i) = p’(i). Rewards are described by n-dimensional vectors ~[JJ] with 
r[y](i) = rJ’(i) for all YY E Rew. Let -Y the set of all reward vectors. In the sequel, 
we characterise a SA also by (Y,Act, L$p[O], V). 
Timing of a SA relies on Markovian assumptions, i.e., all times are exponentially 
distributed. We assume up to Section 6 that the SA is in an universal environment, 
i.e., transition labels are only used to observe transitions and not for synchronisation. 
In this case the SA describes a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) with n states 
and generator matrix 
Q = Q[zl + a,c,,, Q[al - ,E_ Dial 9 (1) 
where D[u] is a n x n diagonal matrix with D[a](i,i) = C&i Q[u](i,j). 
The behaviour of a CTMC described by a SA is as follows. With probability p[O](i) 
the process starts in state i at time t = 0. Being in state i the sojourn time is exponen- 
tially distributed with mean (-Q(i, i))-’ . With probability D[u](i, i)/( -Q(i, i)) an u- 
labelled transitions is performed as next transitions, with probability Q[u](i,j)/( -Q(i, i)) 
this transition ends in state j. Thus, Q[u](i,j) = 0 implicitly indicates that no a-labelled 
’ The assumption is no restriction because T-labelled transitions are unobservable. 
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transition from state i to j exists. The CTMC can be analysed using well known nu- 
merical methods [21]. The distribution at time t is given by 
m (QOk 
PitI = p[OleQ’ =I-WI C ~ 
k,O k! ’ (2) 
The stationary distribution p, if it exists, can be interpreted as lim,_m p[t]. Rewards 
associated to states describe the gain of staying in some state. So, if the process stays 
in state i for t time units, the gain according to reward measure y will be t * r[y](i). 
From the stationary or transient distribution and the reward vectors several measures 
can be computed. The values of the distribution function of reward measure YJ’ at time 
t are defined as 
f(X,t) = ‘2 p[t](i) , 
i=O,r[y](i)gX 
the expected reward at time t is given by 
M(ry, t> = p[tl(rbl>T 
(3) 
(4) 
and the accumulated reward in the interval [tl, tz] is computed as 
J 
t2 Y[rY, t1, tzl = M(rJ’, t) dt . (5) 
fl 
States are observed via their reward measures, whereas transitions are observed via 
their transition labels. The task of transition labels is twofold. First, they are used to 
combine different automata via transition synchronisation (see Section 6) and, second, 
they can be interpreted as rewards associated with transitions, often denoted as impulse 
based rewards [12]. Thus, the expectation of transition reward a E Corn at time t is 
given by 
n-l n-1 n-l 
Wa,t) = C p[tl(i) C Q[al(i,j> = C p[tl(i>Wal(i,i> . 
i=O j=O i=O 
(6) 
Apart from the Markov reward process describing the quantitative behaviour, a SA 
includes also the specification of an extended untimed automaton to specify the qual- 
itative behaviour. This automaton is very similar to a finite state process as used in 
v31. 
Definition 2. An untimed automaton (UA) 2 belonging to a stochastic automaton 
d = (Y,Act, q, ~‘,Rew), is characterised by 
(1) the state space 9, 
(2) the set of transition labels Act = Corn U z, 
(3) the transition function 4 : Y x Act x Y + (0, l} such that Lj(i,a,j) = 1 
if q(i, u,j) > 0 and 0 otherwise, 
(4) the set of initial states 9” s Y such that i E 9” if and only if p’(i) > 0, 
(5) 
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the set of qualitative state parameters R% = (9, . . . , F-’ }, which is a set of 
function iY (JJ = 0,. . . , x-l)withiY:~+{O,l}and?y(i)=lif+‘(i)>O 
and 0 otherwise. 
In contrast to the common definition of untimed automata, our definition allows 
several initial states. However, if in the basic SA p[O](i) = 1.0 for some i E Y, then 
the corresponding UA has a single initial state i. The interpretation of different initial 
states in an UA is that the automaton starts randomly in one of the initial states. 
An UA can be characterised by sets of n-dimensional Boolean square matrices and 
Boolean vectors. Let Q[a] be a matrix resulting from Q[a] by representing all ele- 
ments >O by 1 and setting the remaining elements to 0, @a] describes all a-labelled 
transitions. Vectors ~[JJ] and fi[O] can be defined in the same way. Matrix Q contains 
all transitions of the UA without considering transition labels and neglecting transitions 
starting and ending in the same state (i.e., it is the incidence matrix of the transition 
graph described by the UA). 
3. Exact performance equivalence of stochastic automata 
We first consider equivalence of states from the state space of a SA. This concept 
is extended subsequently to equivalence of different SAs and aggregation of states 
according to an equivalence relation. Some additional notations are necessary for the 
equivalence definition. Let 2 G Y x 9’ be an equivalence relation on some finite state 
space 9’ containing n states. 9 defines a set of 6 ( <n) equivalence classes which will 
be numbered from 0 to n” - 1. 3 = (0 , . . . ,ii - 1) is the set of equivalence classes. 
Each state i E Y belongs to exactly one equivalence class i” E 9. Let rep(T) & 9’ be 
the set of states belonging to equivalence class i and I]~ep($l/ be the number of states 
belonging to equivalence class i: 
Definition 3. An equivalence relation 9? on the state space Y of a finite SA is 
inverse performance bisimulation, if and only if for all i” E 9 and all i,j E vep( i”> 
. PM(i) = P[w)~ 
l c;li Q[a](i,k> = c;ld Q[a](j,k) for all Q[al E iif*, 
l X&,(L) Q[al(k 4 = Cmepgj Q[a](k,j) for all Q[u] E 9 and all i E ?. 
an 
Let us briefly explain the conditions in the previous definition. The first condition 
requires identical initial probabilities for states in an equivalence class. This implies 
that for SAs with a unique initial state the initial state is the only state in its equiva- 
lence class. The second condition says that the rate of a-labelled transitions (a E Corn) 
originated in states from one equivalence class has to be identical. The third condition, 
which explains also the name “inverse performance bisimulation”, says that the input 
’ Observe that this condition is always observed for a = T due to the definition of the diagonal elements 
in Q[T]. 
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rate of a-labelled transitions originated in some equivalence class is identical for all 
states from an equivalence class. In contrast to point three here, bisimulation equiva- 
lence [ 151 and performance bisimulation [6,9] consider outgoing transitions, i.e., future 
behaviour. Inverse performance bisimulation considers incoming rates and therefore past 
behaviour. 
Theorem 4. Let 92” and B2 be two inverse performance bisimulations on the state 
space of a jinite SA, then 
g=g ug’2 
is also an inverse performance bisimulation. 
Proof. (i,j) E 92 implies (i,j) E B?’ or (i,j) E 2’. Thus, it is obvious that the first 
two conditions from Definition 3 are observed by B?, it remains to prove the third 
condition. Each equivalence class i” of relation 2 results from the union of equivalence 
classes of S?’ and 2’. Thus, 
ni nz 
rep(i) = U rep(i;,:) = U rep(ri) , 
where Ti is an equivalence class of @ 0’ = 1,2). Now take two states (i,j) E 2 and 
let i, j E rep(L). Furthermore, (i, j) E 9’ or (i, j) E 92’ has to hold. Without loss of 
generality assume i, j E rep(a’) for some equivalence class i”’ of B”. Then we can use 
the following decomposition 
C Q[al(k i> = I? C Qbl(ki) 
kErep(i) 
= I? C Q[al(kA = C Q[al(kA 
for all a E Act, which proves the third point from Definition 3. 0 
The theorem allows the combination of known inverse performance bisimulations to 
generate new ones. Obviously, the number of equivalence classes of 2 has to be smaller 
or equal to the number of equivalence classes of 3” and B?‘. The union of inverse 
performance bisimulations is a way to generate inverse performance bisimulations with 
less equivalence classes. This can be repeated to generate the inverse performance 
bisimulation with the least number of equivalence classes denoted as exact performance 
equivalence. 
Definition 5. Two states i, j E .Y are exactly performance equivalent, written as 
(i,j) E 5, if (i, j) E 92 for some inverse performance bisimulation 2’. This can be 
equivalently expressed as an equivalence relation 
ti = U{%?/g is an inverse performance bisimulation} . 
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The above definition characterises exact performance equivalence from below, the 
relation is generated by combining relations. Alternatively, exact performance equiva- 
lence can be characterised from above, by refinement of a coarse relation [5,6]. Both 
approaches yield an identical relation for finite state systems as considered here. De- 
fine a family of equivalence relations .%?[m] (m = 0, 1,2,. .) with sets of equivalence 
classes ~[wz] inductively as 
WI = {(&A IpPl(i) = p[Olo’) and 
n-1 n-l 
C Q[al(Lk) = & Q[alO’,k) for all a E Act} 
k=O 
,%[ml = {(i,j> I(i,j) E 9U.m - 11 and C Q[al(ki) = C Q[al(k,j) 
kErep(k‘) kErrp(L) 
for all i E ?o[, - l] and all a E Act} 
It is easy to show that %‘[m] C 8[ m - l] and if 9?[m] = %[m + 11, then .Z![m] = 
S?[m + I] for all 1 > 0. Define ~[J;x] = min,(%[m] = 9?[m + Z]), the fixed point of 
the refinement. 
Theorem 6. For the ,fixed point of relation refinement 
holds. 
Proof. It is easy to show that SI?[jix] is an inverse performance bisimulation, which im- 
plies 99[,jix] C ti. To prove also G & 94?[Jix] we consider two arbitrary states 
(i,j) E 5. 
Obviously (i,j) E .9[0] since the conditions to build &?[O] are necessary for every 
inverse performance bisimulation. Now assume that (i, j) E 5 implies (i, j) E .%[m] for 
some m, we show that this implies also (i, j) E a[m + 11. 
To put two states (i, j) E %[m] in different equivalence classes in W[m + 
some i E ?‘a[,] and some a E Act have to exist such that CkErepC~) Q[u](k,i) 
c kErrpCc) Q[u](k, j). However, each equivalence class of @[ml can be represented 
the union of equivalence classes {i”i , . . . , F,} of 5 by assumption. This implies 
:! 
as 
= hl, kE~~;,h,Q[~l(ki) = C _ Q[alW) j 
kErep(k) 
such that i and j remain in the same equivalence class in 3?[m + l] 
By induction starting with 9[0] we can prove that (i, j) E C; implies (i, j) E n[m] 
for all m and therefore also (i, j) E 9[$x]. Therefore, %?[fix] C &C %~[jix] which 
implies g[jix] = S. 0 
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For a given SA the smallest exactly equivalent SA can be generated by substituting 
each equivalence class of fi by a single state. We denote the SA resulting from the 
reduction of SA d as 2 = (3, Act, 2, p[O], F), where 
sp = (0 , . . . , Z - l} includes one state per equivalence class of & on 9, 
2 contains for each matrix Q[a] E 22 a n” x K matrix @a] with 
C C Q[al(U) 
Q[a](i,J) = iErep( F) jE rep(ii 
IlreP(i”)ll 
fora#rori”#j 
and Q[r](i’,T) = - ‘$~,;,;Q[r](i;/), 
p”[w~ = - C;Errp(ij PM(9, 
? contains for each vector r[v] E V a &dimensional vector 3y] with 
qy](i) = c r[ylo. 
IErep(ij Il~eP(i>ll 
Since G is unique, the automaton 2 is unique up to the ordering of states. 2 result 
from aggregation of states according to 5. Aggregation of states can also be performed 
with respect to other equivalence relations. Denote by ds the SA resulting from d 
by aggregating states that are equivalent in 92 using the above formulas. Equivalence 
of states of a single automaton can be easily extended to equivalence of two SAs. If 
we consider different automata, we number them consecutively and use the number 
of an automaton as an index for sets, vectors and matrices describing the automaton. 
Furthermore, we define Qi[a] = 0 for a $ Acti and ry = 0 for YY $ Rewi. First, 
an equivalence is informally defined that abstracts from the ordering of states. For a 
formal definition of this equivalence see [4,5]. 
Definition 7. Two SA ,_&I and JZ!~ are strongly performance equivalent if the states of 
one SA can be reordered such that it becomes completely identical to the other one. 
Strong performance equivalence is denoted as &‘t %z?z. 
It is quite obvious that &I and ZCZ’~ behave identically when &i&&z. More inter- 
esting is the definition of equivalence that relates SAs with different numbers of states. 
This can be done by extending exact performance equivalence to relate different SAs. 
Definition 8. Two SAs &I and -9ez are exactly performance equivalent if and only if 
for the reduced SAs si-2~ holds. 
The equivalence condition says that two SAs are equivalent if they both can be 
represented by a common reduced SA. Exact equivalence is denoted as &‘tk&‘~ and 
is an equivalence relation. It is easy to show that zz’&?. For exactly performance 
equivalent SAs dt&&‘2 which are represented by a reduced SA 2 (A21;22) we 
can define sets of equivalent states. Let 3 be the state space of 2, then every i E 9 
represents a set of states from Yi denoted as rep,(r) and a set of states from 9’2 
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denoted as rep,(r). States which are represented by the same i” E 3 are denoted as 
equivalent. In this way an equivalence relation among states of different automata has 
been defined. 
4. Preservation of qualitative properties 
For the analysis of qualitative properties it is sufficient to consider only the UA 
underlying a SA. Transition rates and reward values are not relevant. The behaviour 
of an automaton is usually observed via transition sequences that are performed. Al- 
ternatively states can be observed. In the former case transitions are observed only via 
their labels and label r is unobservable. In the latter case states are observed only via 
their parameters. The behaviour of an UA with several initial states results from the 
idea that the automaton starts randomly in one of its initial states. Since only transition 
labels from Corn and state parameters can be observed, each UA with several initial 
states can be transformed in an behaviourly identical UA with a single initial state. The 
transformation simply introduces a new initial state without parameters and a z-labelled 
transition from this new state to each of the former initial states. 
We start with the observation of transition sequences. A commonly known equiva- 
lence based on the observation of transition sequences is trace equivalence [ 111. Two 
automata are trace equivalent if they can generate the same transition sequences. A 
transition sequence consists of a sequence of labels from Corn, additional internal T- 
labelled transitions are not taken into account. If the automaton has several initial states, 
then the set of possible traces contains all transition sequences starting in one of the 
initial states. 
Theorem 9. Zf tWo SAs ~21 and ~42 are exactly performance equivalent, then the 
corresponding UAs 21 and 22 are trace equivalent. 
Proof. We prove that 2 and 2 are trace equivalent, which implies that C>i and L>2 
are trace equivalent. Let 9’ be the state space of 2 and ? be the state space of .s 
(i.e., the set of equivalence classes 0: +). 
We first show that every trace in & is also possible in 2. This is done by showing 
that a transition sequence al,. . . , ak (a, E Act) which brings 2 from state i to y, might 
bring 2 from some i E rep(F) to all j E rep(f). This assumption obviously holds for 
an empty trace, since i” E 9’ implies for all i E rep(i) that also i E Y” holds. Assume 
that the assumption has been proved for sequences of length k, we show that it holds 
for sequences of length k + 1. Let 2 be in state ? after the sequence and let the next 
transition be labelled with a (a E Act) and end in some state J (a E Corn or i’ # 7). 
This implies that states i E rep(T) and j E rep(j) have to exist which are connected 
via an a-labelled transition. This follows from the computation of transition rates for 
2 using the transitions rates of &. Exact performance equivalence implies: whenever 
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one state from rep(j) is connected via an incoming a-labelled transition to some state 
from rep(r), then this has to hold for all states in this equivalence class. The transition 
rates from states in vep(i”) into each state from rep(i) even have to be identical, which 
reduces to the mentioned condition considering only the qualitative behaviour. Since 
2 can be in any State from rep(z?) after transition sequence al,. . . , ak, we can find 
for each j E rep(f) a predecessor in rep(r) which is connected to j via an a-labelled 
transitions. Thus, LX!’ can be in any state from Y~_P(J~) after observing al,. . . , ak, a. This 
proves the assumption for all sequences of length k + 1, by induction we can conclude 
that the result holds for all transition sequences. Observe that the traces include r- 
labelled transitions, whenever a r-labelled transition modifies the state of 2. However, 
elimination of r from the observed sequences yields the visible traces. 
The other direction, namely every trace in 2 is also possible 2, is easy to prove 
since Q[a](i,j) > 0 for some i E rep(F), j E rep(j) with i” # 7 or a # z implies 
*_ 
Q[a](i,j) > 0. Thus, starting in an arbitrary state i from where an a-labelled transition 
to j is possible implies that starting in i an a-labelled transition to J is possible. By 
induction it now can be proved that for every observable transition sequence which 
brings 2 from i to j, an identical transition sequence from i” to 7 in 2 exists. 0 
Observe that the theorem does not imply that states in an equivalence class can 
generate the same trace sequences, which is not required for trace equivalence. We only 
have identical traces from the initial states and the random choice of the initial state 
determines traces that can be generated. This is, of course, a difference to bisimulation 
or performance bisimulation, where all states in an equivalence class can initiate the 
same traces [ 151. 
The proof of the theorem shows that a rather strong result according to the reach- 
ability of states holds. If a state in an equivalence class i” is reachable, then all other 
states in this equivalence class are also reachable and even more, all states are reach- 
able by identically labelled transition sequences. Thus, from the observation of tran- 
sition sequences and the knowledge of the equivalence class according to +, where 
the automaton starts initially, and the equivalence class, where it is after the transition 
sequence, nothing can be said about the reached state. The automaton can be in any 
state from the destination equivalence class. This feature results from the considera- 
tion of past behaviour in inverse performance bisimulations and can be exploited in 
reachability analysis of composed automata. 
One major argument against trace equivalence is that deadlocks are not preserved. 
From two trace equivalent automata one might include a deadlock and the other one 
not. Due to the second condition in Definition 3 inverse performance bisimulations 
nearly preserves deadlocks. This will be explained after presentation of the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 10. Let i E rep(L), where i E 3 and ? is the set of equivalence classes 
induced by some exact performance bisimulation, then &a](& k) = 1 with k 4 rep(f) 
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and a E Act implies a path of a-labelled transitions starting in each j E rep(r) and 
ending in some state 1 @ rep(r). 
Proof. First decompose the set rep(f) into two disjoint subsets rep,,JL) and rep,,O(ij. 
The set rep,,Ji”) includes all states from rep(L) which are connected via an a-labelled 
transition to at least one state not in rep(L), the set rep,Ji”) contains the remaining 
states. If rep,,Ji”) = 0, then none of the states from rep(z’) is connected to a state 
outside the set via an a-labelled transition. If rep,,JL) = 8, then all states from rep(i) 
are connected to states outside the set via an a-labelled transition. In both cases the 
proof is complete. 
Now let both the sets be non-empty. Since the sums CkEY Q[a](i,k) are identical 
for all i E rep(F) we have 
C Q[al(i,k> < C Q[alti,k) 
kErep(ij kErep(ij 
for all i E rep,Ji) and j E repO,,(i”>. Equal column sums in the matrix Q[a] according 
to the equivalence classes are required, therefore we have 
x, = C Q[al(ki) = & C C Q[al(k 0 for all i E rep(% 
kErep(ij kErep(ij Krep(ij 
Obviously x, < CkErep(;l Q[a](j,k) for j E rep,Jij. Since the sum of all row sums in 
a matrix equals the sum of all column sums in a matrix, at least one state from rep,Jr) 
is connected via an a labelled transition to a state from rep,,a(i”). Thus, rep,,a(r) can be 
decomposed into two disjoint sets rep oo,Ji^) including states which are not connected 
via an a labelled transition with some state z @ rep,,JF) and a set repo,,,(i”> containing 
the remaining states. As shown above repo,,a (i”> cannot be empty. If repO,,,(i”> is empty, 
the theorem is proved since each state from rep,,Ji”) is connected via an a labelled 
transition to a state from rep,,J$ which is connected via an a labelled transition to a 
state that is not in rep(r), such that j - aa + I with 1 6 rep(T) holds. 
If repoo,JL) is non-empty, the above proof can repeated on rep,,Ji”) instead of rep(L). 
This approach is iterated until no more states are left. 0 
An inverse performance bisimulation does not completely preserve deadlocks due 
to the specific handling of r-labelled transitions, which are not covered by the second 
condition in Definition 3. Thus, from two states in an equivalence class of an inverse 
performance bisimulation one might have outgoing r-labelled transitions and the other 
one not. However, since Theorem 10 holds also for r-labelled transitions, a state i E 
rep(i”) that is connected to a state in another equivalence class via z-labelled transitions 
implies that all states j E rep(L) are connected to at least one state not in rep(L) via r- 
labelled transitions. The following theorem shows what near preservation of deadlocks 
means. 
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Theorem 11. If an equivalence class of an inverse performance bisimulation contains 
a state without an outgoing transition (i.e., a deadlock state), then 
l no state in this equivalence class has an outgoing a-labelled transition with a E Corn 
and 
a from no state in this equivalence class a state outside the equivalence class is 
reachable. 
Proof. The first point follows from the second condition in Definition 3. The second 
point is a consequence of Theorem 10. 0 
Thus, even if deadlocks are not completely preserved; if one of two exactly perfor- 
mance equivalent SAs contains a deadlock, then the other one has at least to contain an 
irreducible subset of states without any visible transitions (i.e., it stucks in an infinite 
internal computation after entering the subset). 
The above results are all based on the observation of transition sequences, state pa- 
rameters are not considered and they are also not taken into account in the definition of 
inverse performance bisimulations for single SAs. In a first glance this might suggest 
that results according to state parameters are not preserved by exact performance equiv- 
alence. However, we will show in the next section that this is not true for quantitative 
state parameters and it is also not completely true for qualitative state parameters. The 
reason is that all states from an equivalence class of an inverse performance bisimu- 
lation are reachable by the same transition sequences, which implies knowledge about 
the reachability of states in the detailed SA knowing only the behaviour of the reduced 
SA. 
Theorem 12. Let 21 and 22 be two UAs such that the corresponding SAs ~4, 
and S& are exactly performance quivalent, then the reachability of a state il E 9’1 
with i[y](il ) = 1 from some initial states jl via a visible transitions equence al,. . . , a,, 
(aiECom> implies reachability of a state izE94p2 with i[y](iz) = 1 from some initial 
state j2 ((jl, jz) E S) via visible *transition sequence al,. . . ,a, and vice versa. 
Proof. The proof follows from the identical reachability of states in an equivalence 
class shown in the proof of Theorem 9 and the identities of state parameters as required 
in Definition 8. 0 
The theorem cannot be generalised for more than one state parameter. Thus, inverse 
performance equivalence does not imply that the reachability of a state with r^[y](i) 
= i[z](i) = 1 in one UA implies the reachability of a state with both parameters 
in an exactly performance equivalent UA, there might as well be two states, one for 
parameter r-J’ and one for parameter r’, which both belong to the same equivalence 
class of G. This is obviously also a difference to strong bisimulations or performance 
bisimulations, where identical state parameters for states in an equivalence class are 
required [ 13,6]. 
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5. Preservation of quantitative results 
The preservation of quantitative results follows from properties of exact lumpability 
for Markov chains [3]. We first show that an inverse performance bisimulation implies 
the conditions for exact lumpability on the generator matrix Q. 
Theorem 13. Let 92 be an inverse performance bisimulation for a SA s4, then 
C Q(ki) = C Q(W 
&rup(k^) &rep(k‘) 
for all i, j E rep(T) and all T,k” E 9. This is the condition jbr an exactly lumpable 
partition of the CTMC (see [3]). 
Proof. First consider the case Z? # i. We get 
C Q(k 4 = C C Q[al(ki) 
keep(i) aact kErep(r) 
= IIct iE~~~~Q[al(k,A = C _ Q(W . 
kErep(k) 
For i = k” the elements are computed as 
Now let Q be the generator matrix described by some automaton d in an universal 
environment and Q the generator matrix of the reduced automaton d. The elements 
of Q can be computed as 
.L &--(;)jE~(J Q’al(iJ) 
C C Q(U) 
iErep(L) jErep(/?) 
Ilw(~~ll = IIw(9ll 
for 7#J 
C Qbl(i, k)) ~,, 
@:,J) = 
C 
i- 
C C (Q[a](i, j) - 6(i = j A a E Corn) 
aEAct i~re~(F)j~re~(;) kt.Y 
IIw(~Ill 
C C Q(i,j) 
iErep( r) jErep(i) 
IlMi”>ll 
for I = J 
where 6(b)= 1 for b= true and 0 otherwise. The following theorem shows the cor- 
respondence between the solution of the original CTMC with generator Q and the 
aggregated CTMC with generator Q for a specific class of initial distributions, as they 
are given for exact performance equivalence. 
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Theorem 14. Let Q be the generator belonging to SA & and G the generator belong- 
ing to SA &‘, both in an universal environment. Let p[t] and fi[t] be the corresponding 
distribution vectors at time t 20. Zf for all (i, j) E % p[O](i) = p[O](j) holds, then 
for all i E 3 and i E rep(r). 
Proof. Since the transient distribution can be computed using (2) it is sufficient to 
show that xk(i) = G?k(i”)/llrep(i”>ll f or all k 30, where xk = x”Qk = p[O]Qk and 
ik = fOQk = fi[O]Qk. 
We prove this result by induction over k. For k = 0 the result holds since z?“(i) 
is computed as CiErrpCii p[O](i) and p[O](i) = p[O](j) is required for all (i,j) E 5. 
Now assume that the assumption has been proved for k, we show that it also holds 
for k + 1. First notice that due to the identity of column sums 
C C Q[al(U) 
i&j) = 
iErep(ij jErep(jj Ilw(_i3ll 
Ilrep(~Ill = nrepo C QW) I E rrp( L) 
for every j E rep(J). An element xk+‘(j) is computed as 
gk+Yd xkf’(j) = C C xk(i)Q(i,j) = C X.@Lk@J.!@~,j) = m . 
;~p iErep(f>) i‘E,~ Ib~(iill IlrepWII 
The relation holds for all j” E 9 and all j E rep(j”), by induction we can conclude that 
it holds for all k, which proves the theorem. 0 
From the identities of results on state level identities of reward based measures 
follow. The corresponding results are collected in the following theorem. 
Theorem 15. Let ~$1 and _cJz be two strongly performance equivalent SAs, then 
b Ml(a, t) = A42(a, t) for all a E Corn1 U Corn2 and t30. 
l MI(rJ’, t) = Mz(rY, t) for all rY E Rewl U Rew2 and all t 20 and 
l Y,(rY, tl, t2) = Yz(rY, 11, tz) for all ry E Rewl U Rewz and all tz > tl 20 
Zf, additionally, for all ry E Rewl U Rew2 and all X > 0, 
c &rl b](i) 2 X) &r2bl(i) 5 X) 
iErep,(L) IlrePl(911 = ’ rErepz(ii (Irep,(i”)ll ’ then 
l F;‘(X, t) = Fi’(X, t) for all r-y E Rew and all X, t > 0. 
Proof. Since the SAs are strongly performance equivalent a SA 2 exists, which is 
strongly performance equivalent to &t and & and can be constructed by substituting 
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each equivalence class of C; by a single state. Thus, it is sufficient to prove that ~2 and 
d, where & represents -c4i or -Q22, yield identical results. From the previous theorem 
follows 
Pm pitI = ,,rep(i”),, for all i E r&i”) 
Since CkEY Q[al(Ck) = _CkEY Q[a](j,k) holds for (i,j) E & and a E Corn, also 
CkE,‘Y Q[a](i,k) = X,-,-G Q[u](i,k”) has to hold for i E rep(F). So we get 
M(a,t) = ~~~p[tl(i)~~~Q[ul(i,i) = C_ C p[tlo C Q[al(U) 
;E,y;E~~p(L) IIyeAi>ll jE.Y 
= M(u, t). 
For rate based rewards the relation 
M(ry,t) = c P[UWYl(~) 
iE.55 
= c_ p"[t](i)?[y](i") = &t-y, t) 
l% Y 
holds. Identity of the expected rewards for every time t implies also identity of the 
accumulated measures Y(+‘, tl, tz). 
Now let the additional condition for the rewards hold. For the state probabilities the 
relation 
lm(i”) mm 
II~e~l(~~ll = Ilwd~~ll 
holds. For the distribution of state-based rewards we have 
=F;‘(X,t), 
which proves the last point of the theorem. 0 
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The theorem shows that exactly equivalent SAs yield identical distribution func- 
tions for reward measures only if an additional condition is observed. However, it 
should be noticed that the values F”(X,t) for SA d can be computed from the 
CTMC described by 2 and the knowledge of vector r[y]. The computation is possible 
since p[t] can be computed from p”[t] independently of the reward measures. Thus, 
for an “exact” aggregation of SAs the additional conditions for the rewards is not 
necessary. 
6. Synchronised products of stochastic automata 
A single SA describes usually a part of a system, the complete system consists of 
several interacting SAs. Interaction is realised by synchronised transitions, i.e., some 
transitions of a SA can only occur simultaneously with transitions in another SA. Syn- 
chronisation is performed via transition labels. Here we introduce the synchronisation 
of two SAs, since the result is a new SA the approach is completely compositional, 
allowing the generation of arbitrary complex models. Let SAct g Corn, n Corn2 be the 
set of synchronisation labels. Synchronisation of .&‘I and d2 via SAct, denoted by 
&i lls~~~&z, implies that transitions with labels not in SAct can be performed indepen- 
dently in both automata and transitions with labels from SAct have to be performed 
as joint transitions. This concept of parallel composition is well known for untimed 
automata and process algebra terms [I, 2, 14, 151. In SAs, additionally the rate of a 
synchronised transition has to be computed from the rates of the involved transitions 
in the SAs. We use the following computation for the rate of a synchronised transition, 
which has a quite natural interpretation. First, for all a E SAct a basic transition rate 
pa > 0 is defined. Each matrix Q[a] can be transformed in a matrix E[a] = Q[a]/pu. 
The ith row sum of E[a] describes the number of invocations of a-labelled transitions 
in state i. We will often have row sum 0 and 1. The former case describes that u- 
labelled transitions are not possible in the current state. The latter indicates that an 
a-labelled transition is possible and the successor state, after the transition has oc- 
curred, is chosen probabilistically as shown in the corresponding row of matrix E[u]. 
However, the general concept can handle arbitrary non-negative values in E[u]. Row 
sum 1.0 indicates “normal” speed of the a-labelled transition, row sum smaller than 
1 .O and larger than 0.0 indicate a slower speed and row sums larger than 1.0 a faster 
speed. 
Let &‘o = &~/IsA&‘~, then do is characterised by 
(1) The potential state space go = 91 x 91, which includes the set of reachable 
states ,4pa 3 , 
(2) Act0 = Act1 u Act*, 
3 90 might be a superset of YO since synchronisation of SAs possible precludes the reachability of some 
states from the cross product. 
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(3) the transition function qo : 90 x Act0 x 90 + lFt> such that4 
@A(& > i2), a, cil ,j,>> 
4l(il> a,j, > for a q! SAct,il # jl and i2 = j2, 
42(i2,4j2) for a 4 SAct, il = .jl and i2 # j2, 
= ql(il,a,jl) + qdi2,a,j2> for a $! SAct,il = jl and i2 = j2, 
41 (h, 4j1 )q2(b, aJ2Yk for a E SAct, 
0 otherwise, 
(4) pi(il, i2) = py(il)pi(i2), which implies C(i,,iZ)E,4Y0 pz(il,iz) = 1.0, 
(5) Rewo includes for all ri E Rewl URewz a function rY : 90 + Iw, with v”(il, i2) = 
q”(i,) + r.f(iz), where $(i,) = 0 for yY $! Rew,. 
A composed SA can also be characterised by vectors and matrices resulting from the 
tensor product and sum of vectors and matrices of the SAs which are composed. This 
representation is exploited for a very efficient analysis [18,20,21] and can also be used 
in combination with SA reduction and aggregation [5]. Since our results do not rely 
on the tensor representation we do not introduce it here. 
Theorem 16. If ~2~ S ~43, then 
Proof. We only prove the first identity, the proof for the second follows immediately. 
It sufficient to prove that 
- - 
this implies &‘311~,+&2 G &~\/sA~~&z since d3&&1. 
Define an equivalence relation 9 for dl I(s,~~&‘z such that ((il,iz),(jl, j2)) E 25’ if 
and only if (il, jl) E C+ according to ~$1 and i2 = j2. An equivalence class of W 
can be represented as (F,iz), where i” is an equivalence class of G (a state from .F, ) 
and i2 E 9~. Consequently, rep(c iz) = {rep(L) x {&}}. We prove that 9 is an exact 
performance bisimulation and ~~/\sA~,L&‘~ is a reduced SA according to this relation. 
We start with the proof that 9 is an inverse performance bisimulation. 
For the values of the initial distribution we have for all ((iI, i2 ), (j,, i2)) E R 
poWl(h,i2) = pI[W~~h2Pl(~2) = plVNA )P2Wl(i2) = PoMo‘~,i2) . 
4 The transition rate in the fourth case is actually computed as pa(q,(il, a,jl )//,~~)(q2(i2, a, j )/pO) which 
equals the proposed result. The idea is to multiply the values from the E-matrices and compute the transition 
rate by multiplying the resulting value with the basic transition rate, i.e., pc,El [a](il, j, )Ez[a](il, j,). 
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It remains to show the conditions on the transition rates. We have for all ((iI, iz), 0’1, iz)) 
E 92 and a Q SAct 
= C C (Ql[al(4,h>&i2 = k2) +Q2[al(i2,0Xh = h)) 
kl E.CYI k>EY2 
= C Qo[al(O’l,i2),(kl,k2)) 
(h ,kz )E.~o 
and for a E SAct 
(h,kzEYo 
Qo[al((il,i2),(kl,k2)) = i kgy (Q2[al(i2,k2) * kgy Ql[al(h,h)) 
02 2 I I 
= ;,gd (Q2[al(iz,k2) * k& Q~[altil,h>> 
a 2 2 I I 
= C Qo[al(O’l,i2),(kl,k2)) . 
The next step is to prove the results on the partial column sums required for inverse 
performance bisimulations. The proof is very similar to the proof of the row sums. We 
have for all ((il,i~),(j~,i~)) E 8, i E 51, k2 E 92 and a 4 SAct 
C Qo[al((kl,k2),(il,i2)) 
h Errp,(k‘) 
= Q2[al(k2, i2P(h E repI( + C Ql[al(h,h>&i2 = k2) 
kl l rrp(c) 
= Q2[al(hj2P(il E repI&)) + C _ Ql[al(k~,h>&i2 = k2) 
h-p(k) 
= C Qo[al((kl,k2),0’1,iz)). 
kl eW) 
For a E SAct we get 
C Qo[al((kl,kz),(il,i2)) = ~Q?[alhh) C _ Ql[al(h,h 1 
kl prep kl Erep(k) 
= ~Q2LulCk2, i2) C Q1 [al(h,_A 1) 
kl Erep(L) 
= C Qo[al((kl,k2>,0’1,i2>> . 
k, l rrp(L) 
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It remains to show that dg results from reducing LX?O according to 93 which implies 
that &s&d,% since 9 is an inverse performance bisimulation. For the initial vector 
we have 
P.dol(i”,~2) = P2m~2Mm(i”) = P*[Ol(i2) c P,[Ol(h I 
iI Erep(ij 
c POM(il> i2 I 
and for each reward vector 
= llrep~~nll C OfYl(h > + r2[YlG2)) 
I, Erep,(ij 
c ciJYl(h, i2) 
= (ilri2)Errpo(i;iz) IIrePO(~i2)II ’ 
The elements of a matrix Q%[a] are computed as 
Qw[al(6,~2),6,,j2)) = &[al(~_%(i2 =j2> + Q2[~l(i2,j2)@= J> 
for a $4 SAct and il# J or a # r. For i = j and a = r the relation holds since diagonal 
elements are computed as the negative sum of non-diagonal elements. For a E SAct 
we have 
Q,&l((~,i2M&2)) = ~,[~l(~~)Q2[~1(~2,j2) 
c C Q,[al(hA> 
iI Erep,(ij jtErep,(ij 
Ilrepd~Ill 
Q2[al(i2,j2) 
c c Qdal((i:i2),6,j2)) 
= (ilii2)Erepo(i;h)~I,j2)Erep,Ci;j*) 
llwdil i2)lI 
> 
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which shows that -c9~ results from &‘o by aggregating equivalent states states according 
to relation 9. Observe that 9%’ equals not necessarily G on Ys. 0 
The following theorem shows that G is indeed a congruence relation. 
Theorem 17. If LX?‘, e 9#, and ~~22 !S A?l, then 
Proof. Applying Theorem 16 several times, we obtain 
The congruence property is important, because it allows the interleaving of SA re- 
duction due to state aggregation and SA composition via synchronised products. In 
this way large state spaces of models describing realistic systems can often be reduced 
significantly. 
7. An example 
The applicability of the concept will be illustrated by a simple example describing an 
abstract model of a multi-processor subject to failure and repair. The system consists 
of two processor modules and three memory modules. Memory module 1 belongs 
exclusively to processor 1 and memory module 2 belongs exclusively to processor 
2. The third memory module is shared by both processors. Memory modules and 
processors may fail, time to failure is exponentially distributed with mean &’ and 
PP 
-I, respectively. The system is available as long as one processor and a memory 
module which is accessible by the processor are available. If the system has failed, 
it is turned off and no more components break down. The system is repaired after a 
failure has occurred, repair time is independent of the concrete failure state and after 
repair all components are working. Single failed components are not repaired. Initially 
the system is in the state without failed components. Component failures are described 
by z labelled transitions, whereas the repair is performed by a transition labelled with 
rep. Thus, the component performing the repair might be described by another SA, 
which is, however, not considered in the example. 
Rewards are assigned to states according to the processing capability of the system 
configuration. The values may result from other models of the system analysing its 
performance. These reward values can be used to compute performability measures for 
the system. Different measures and related analysis approaches have been developed 
for this purpose, for an overview see [22]. However, some of these analysis techniques 
are rather complex such that the exact reduction of the SA before analysis is important, 
in particular for models composed of several SAs. 
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Fig. 1. Original SA for the example 
The SA of the model is shown in Fig. 1, it has 20 states and 5 1 transitions. States 
are described as quintuples, where each value describes the state of one component. 
A 1 indicates that the corresponding component is available and a 0 that the com- 
ponent has failed. The first two components contain the state of processor 1 and 2, 
respectively. Components three to five describe the state of the memory modules 1 
to 3. In a failure state we do not distinguish the concrete configuration. Apart from 
the transition from the failure state to state 11111 all transitions are labelled with z. 
The quantitative label of transitions described by solid arcs equals p,,,, the quantita- 
tive label of transitions belonging to dashed arcs equals pP and transitions described 
by dotted arcs are quantitatively labelled with pP + pm. Thus, solid arcs describe pro- 
cessor failures, dashed arcs memory failures and dotted arcs memory and processor 
failures which both yield a failure of the complete system. An arc between two states 
indicates that the corresponding failure brings the system from the source to the des- 
tination state. In the failure state of the system, the component states are no longer 
distinguished. 
We now define an equivalence relation 6% by collecting states with the same number 
and type of failed components in an equivalence class. Thus, the initial and failure state 
are the only states in their equivalence class. The corresponding equivalence classes are 
denoted as ok and failure, respectively. Furthermore, we have the equivalence classes 
lm, lp, 2m and 2m + lp, where im denotes i failed memory modules and jp j failed 
processors. It is easy to prove that equivalence relation 9 is an inverse performance 
bisimulation, since all states in an equivalence class have the same incoming arcs 
from other equivalence classes and the initial state is unique and the only state in its 
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Fig. 2. Reduced SA according to & for pp # pm. 
equivalence class. It can be shown that 5? equals G for p,,, # pP. A reduced SA is 
generated by substituting each equivalence class by a single state. The resulting SA is 
shown in Fig. 2 and consists of 7 states and 12 transitions. All transitions, except the 
transition from failure to ok, are labelled with z, transition rates are written near the 
arcs. 
Although the SA is relatively small, the reduction of the state space is significant and 
increases when models with additional memory modules or processors are considered. 
It is worth to mention that the proposed equivalence relation is neither completely 
symmetric, nor a performance bisimulation as proposed in [9,6]. First, states in an 
equivalence class might and usually will have different reward values assigned to them. 
E.g., the states 11100 and 11001, which both belong to equivalence class 2m describe 
completely different system configurations. In the first case only processor 1 has access 
to its private memory, processor 2 cannot work. In the second state both processor 
share a memory module and can work, possibly with reduced speed due to memory 
contention. It is very unlikely that both configurations show the same performance for 
the overall system. Second, states from one equivalence class have different transition 
rates into other equivalence classes. Take again the above two states, then state 11100 
has a transition rates pP + 11, into the failure state, whereas the corresponding rate from 
state 11001 is only pcm. 
The above relation 3 is even an inverse performance bisimulation if processor and 
memory failures are realised by labelled transitions, e.g., by labels fa& and fail,, 
respectively. In this way, failures can be observed via the occurrence of transitions 
and not only via the change of the state. Relation B is an inverse performance 
bisimulation independently of the values for ,u,,, and pp. If pP = /.L,,,, then & results 
from 3 by joining the states (lp, lm) and (2m, lm + lp) in a single equivalence 
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1 failed 
Fig. 3. Reduced SA according to G for pp = pm 
classe. The resulting reduced SA has only 5 states and 7 transitions and is shown 
in Fig. 3. 
8. Conclusions 
We have presented in the framework of stochastic automata a new equivalence rela- 
tion denoted as inverse performance bisimulation. This equivalence differs from perfor- 
mance bisimulation, which has recently been proposed as an extension to bisimulation 
equivalence for untimed automata. It has been shown that inverse performance bisim- 
ulation preserves many interesting aspects of qualitative and quantitative behaviour of 
a stochastic automaton. Additionally, the largest inverse performance bisimulation ex- 
ists and is unique up to the ordering of equivalence classes. This relation is denoted 
as exact performance equivalence and can be efficiently computed. In a similar way 
exact performance equivalence of different stochastic automata can be decided. Since 
inverse performance bisimulations are congruence relations according to the synchro- 
nised product of stochastic automata, the concept is applicable in compositional analysis 
of stochastic automata networks, which are an important model type for perfotmance 
analysis of parallel and concurrent processes. 
Exact performance equivalence differs from symmetry exploitation, which is a well 
known concept to reduce the state space of parallel systems. However, each partition 
of the state space of a system which exploits symmetries (e.g., resulting from the 
symmetric composition of identical automata) is also an exact performance equivalence. 
Thus, the results for exact performance equivalence give an underpinning for methods 
exploiting symmetries and might extend the range of these methods, since symmetry 
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conditions might be violated without loosing the possibility of computing exact results 
from a reduced system, which does not distinguish the detailed state of symmetric 
components. 
Results in this paper can be extended from equivalent behaviour to approximately 
equivalent behaviour. The idea is to define an equivalence relation preserving the qual- 
itative behaviour, but allowing small differences in the quantitative behaviour. The 
underlying concept is near lumpability proposed in [3]. With this approach efficient 
approximate analysis methods for the quantitative analysis of stochastic automata net- 
works can be defined. 
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